Math Talk During Reading

The goal of all these questions is to help children think about comparisons along different dimensions.

"In how many different ways is Marta bigger than the bug?" (She is taller, heavier, louder.)

"In what way is Marta smaller than the elephant?" (Many ways!)

"Which object—elephant, bug, or Marta—weighs the very least? Which is of medium weight? Which is the heaviest?"

"Which is bigger than Marta: the horse or the turtle? Which is smaller?"

"Marta is louder than the rabbit. Is the rabbit quieter than Marta? Is it quieter than the lion?"

Try to come up with some of your own questions and comments, too!

Activity After Reading

Help your child draw pictures showing relative size.

Choose an object like a banana. Find another object at home that is shorter than the banana and a different object that is longer than the banana. Draw a picture of the three objects to show the size differences. Discuss how the banana is both shorter and longer at the same time.

About the Math

This book involves informal measurement (comparison) among several dimensions: size, speed, and loudness. Children can learn that:

• An object can be simultaneously more and less than other objects on the same dimension. For example, Marta is louder than a rabbit and at the same time quieter than a lion.

• An object can change its position on a dimension. For example, Marta can become as quiet as the rabbit or as loud as the lion (all maybe not quite as loud!)

Words to Learn

niña (small girl), grande (big), pequeña (small), lenta (slow), rápida (fast), tranquila (quiet), ruidosa (loud)
The Mathical Book Prize recognizes math-inspiring literature for kids ages 2-18. Prize-winning books are selected by a committee of teachers, librarians, mathematicians, and others. To get the Mathical List, plus reading guides, book reviews, and more, see mathicalbooks.org.
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